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A comprehensive menu of Cafe Luna San Diego from San Diego covering all 15 meals and drinks can be found
here on the card. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What User likes about Cafe Luna San Diego:
Cafe Luna is simply the best restaurant in this area, and at the top of the list for all San Diego as well. Their

quality, taste of dishes, and friendly service are always top Notch. They have been coming here for years and still
have a bad experience! They always go beyond and beyond, and their specialties are always delicious alongside

their regular menu items. read more. What User doesn't like about Cafe Luna San Diego:
Pleasant atmosphere, nice selection of wine, didn?t like the food. Ordered bolognese, very dry. Almost no sauce,
very little meat. Could eat only like 20% of it, waiter didn?t even ask why I don?t want it. My friend ordered $40
lobster pasta, very little lobster in there for that price. Also very sour (maybe the recipe, not sure). Disappointed
overall, expected to enjoy our dinner. read more. Cafe Luna San Diego from San Diego is a cozy café, where

you can enjoy a snack or cake with a hot coffee or a sweet chocolate, The customers of the restaurant also
appreciate the extensive selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment has to offer. After
the meal (or during it), you have the opportunity to still relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, and

you can look forward to authentic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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Appet�er�
CREMA DI POMODORO

Past� Zutate�
MEATBALLS

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

Past�
RAVIOLI

BOLOGNESE

Starter� & Salad�
SHRIMP

ANTIPASTO

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CHEESE

TOMATE

MEAT

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

PASTA

LOBSTER
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